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1. AIM 
The number of freeway accidents and injuries in South Korea are in the state standstill since late 2000s. 

For the prevention of freeway accident, it is necessary to identify risk factors. The purpose of this study 

is to model freeway accidents effectively by identifying factors which affect freeway accident 

occurrence. Using regression models such as Poisson regression model and negative binomial regression 

model, this study examines the safety effects of weather conditions, dangerous driving behaviors, and 

geometric structures on crash occurrence along a freeway section. This study compares models and 

scenarios to find out which case efficiently models the crash frequencies. It provides overall 

understanding of effects of the risk factors on freeway accident occurrence. 

2. METHOD 
This study analyzed the relationship between accident frequencies and weather conditions, dangerous 

driving behaviors, and geometric structures using regression models. Spatial scope of the study is a 

57.6km freeway section of Gyeongbu expressway from West Ulsan IC to Yeongcheon IC. This section 

includes top 4 frequent accident conzones, thus safety improvement program is applicable after thorough 

analysis on the causes of freeway accidents. Time scope is from 2007 to 2011. 

The 5-year crash data consist of 1,257 accidents include crash frequencies and weather conditions. Crash 

frequency is set as response variable and weather conditions is one category of risk factors. Other risk 

factors are geometric structures and dangerous driving behavior. Geometric structure refers to curve 

radius in meter and longitudinal grade categorized by 2%p, which follows the AASHTO standard. 

Dangerous driving behavior includes overspeed, sudden stop, and rotation, which came from 

DTG(Digital Tach Graph) installed vehicles. AADT is set as exposure variable because higher AADT 

is considered to increase accident occurrence. Each data sheet are linked based on 0.1km postmile. 

As for the model used in the study, Poisson regression model is basically used because accident 

occurrence is approximation of lots of Bernoulli trials. However, Poisson regression model assumes that 

mean equals variance. There exists an alternative called negative binomial distribution. This model 

relaxes ‘mean=variance’ assumption, so it is widely used for cases which variance is bigger than mean. 

This research deals with count outcome which is accident frequency. Some 0.1km postmiles might not 

have accidents occurred. If there are many zeros, zero inflated models are helpful for better regression 
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results. Therefore, total 4 regressions are applicable. These models are Poisson model, zero-inflated 

Poisson model, negative binomial model, and zero-inflated negative binomial model respectively. Four 

regression models are examined and comparison is carried out. 

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
Data sheet contains 1,257 freeway accidents in the scope of this study. But since aggregation is 

implemented by 0.1km postmile, there are total 1,154 observations. Both directions have postmile from 

38.6km to 38.7km, 38.8km,…, 96.2km so that makes 1,154 data. Descriptive statistics are summarized 

in Table 1. 

Accident frequency per 0.1km postmile is response variable. AADT is designated as exposure variable. 

For risk factors, it is consisted of weather conditions, curvature, longitudinal grade, and dangerous 

driving behaviors. Weather conditions are classified to 4 conditions, which are sunny, cloudy, rainy, and 

snowy. Each freeway accident corresponds to one of the conditions and its corresponding weather 

condition is written as 1 and others as 0. When aggregating to data sheet, figures are transformed as 

weather conditions divided by frequency in that postmile. 

Curvature is defined as reciprocal of curve radius, so straight interval is coded as 0. The unit of curvature 

is 1/km. Max curvature 2.5 means smallest curve radius is 400m (0.4km). Grade refers to longitudinal 

grade categorized by 2%p, which follows the AASHTO standard. Dangerous driving behaviors are 

consisted of overspeed, sudden stop, and rotation. Data indicates average number of dangerous 

behaviors per day in each postmile. 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics 

Variable Description Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Response 

variable 
accident_frequency 

Freq of all 

crashes per 

0.1km postmile 

1.089255 2.053873 0 29 

Exposure 

variable 
AADT 

Average Annual 

Daily Traffic 
18272.2 1956.524 15623 23761 

Risk 

factors 

weather[1] 
 Sunny=[1] 

Cloudy=[2] 

Rainy=[3] 

Snowy=[4] 

0.344909 0.445487 0 1 

weather[2] 0.087636 0.247841 0 1 

weather[3] 0.082057 0.239872 0 1 

weather[4] 0.004463 0.05667 0 1 

curvature 
1/curve radius 

(1/km) 
0.461932 0.666828 0 2.5 

grade[1] Downgrade:  

(-6)~(-4)%=[1],  

(-4)~(-2)%=[2],  

(-2)~0%=[3], 

Upgrade :  

0~2%=[4],  

2-4%=[5],  

4~6%=[6]. 

0.020797 0.142767 0 1 

grade[2] 0.058926 0.235587 0 1 

grade[3] 0.656846 0.474968 0 1 

grade[4] 0.195841 0.397018 0 1 

grade[5] 0.032929 0.178528 0 1 

grade[6] 0.034662 0.183002 0 1 

daily_overspeed Average # of 

dangerous 

behaviors / day in 

each postmile 

0.749567 2.180962 0.22222 69.2 

daily_sudden_stop 1.185009 0.558987 0.33333 8.05556 

daily_rotation 0.404714 3.125143 0 55.2884 
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Comparison among 4 models proposes that overdispersion is observed and effect of zero inflation is not 

significant. Therefore, negative binomial regression model is shown as the most appropriate model 

among 4 models. As for negative binomial regression model, significance is better than the result of 

Poisson regression model because of over-dispersion in response variable. Result of negative binomial 

regression suggests weather condition, curvature, and longitudinal grade as significant factors. Negative 

coefficients of curvature and longitudinal grade indicate drivers become more prudent when driving 

curved or graded freeway sections. Positive coefficients of rainy weather condition, overspeed, and 

sudden stop propose freeway operator to deal with those factors to reduce freeway accidents. 
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